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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

SEP20 1470 -9 1479 1459 1486 SEP20 118,70 -1,85 119,90 118,70 118,10

NOV20 1386 -6 1394 1361 1387 DEC20 118,15 -1,70 119,50 116,15 118,00

JAN21 1400 -8 1411 1378 1401 MAR21 119,95 -1,60 121,30 118,05 119,65

MAR21 1412 -10 1423 1392 1413 MAY21 121,35 -1,55 122,90 119,50 121,05

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Supports: 1380, 1320-1280
Resistances: 1420, 1470-1480 & 1510-1535

New York ICE:

Supports: 118,00 & 112,25
Resistances: 123,50, 131,50, 133,00 & 148,00-
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VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

BRAZIL

Brazil has an unprecedented coffee problem; too many beans and nowhere to store them. Warehouses in the world’s largest coffee exporter have never been so

full, and trucks in Brazil’s coffee heartland are waiting days to unload cargo collected from a record crop during a time when global demand is waning. Trucks
may have to wait around three days to unload, even with the warehouse running hours extra each day and on weekends. Similar lines are plaguing in many

other warehouses in Mina Gerais and Sao Paulo states, Brazil’s top coffee producing states.

Farmer sales hit an all-time high this year, reaching 60% of a harvest that is estimated to be 68.1 million bags, according to consulting firm Safras & Mercado.

Some 41 million bags have been delivered to buyers.

August export shipments confirmed the sentiment of less demand (Ship 3.256.719) and despite we are in a large crop the shipment pace showed a loss of 3.3%
compared to same period from last year during Aug-19 (3.369.015).

Exporters having trouble booking container ships at Santos port, where most of Brazil’s coffee is shipped from. As per local sources, some companies may export
20% less in September than planned. Delays are already surpassing 15 days and shipping lines are asking for one more week to take the coffee from

warehouses.

The Brazilian weather forecaster, Somar Meteorologia, stated in a recent report that the main coffee growing regions including Minas Gerais and Paraná are
expected to receive between 20 and 35mm of rain in the week starting 20th September. The prospect of good levels of rainfall in the coming weeks has eased
fears over the current dryness in the coffee growing regions.

Covid-19 cases are decreasing, and on the other hand, economy is showing signals of good recovering. Brazilian Government seems to be aligned with the

Congress to vote important reforms, and, as we are approaching to local elections, BRL is showing signals that will soon test the R$5,00 area versus the USD.

Coffee trading continued on a sluggish note this week in Vietnam due to a shortage of beans, with traders awaiting the new crop season that begins next month.

Farmers in the Central Highlands, Vietnam's largest coffee-growing area, sold coffee at 34,200-34,500 dong ($1.47-$1.49) per kg, compared to the 34,000-
34,500 dong range a week earlier.

The Vietnam Customs Authority have reported that Vietnam’s coffee exports for the month of August are down by 8.9% from the previous month, to total
1,669,800 bags. This number proving to be slightly below the 1.83 million bags that have been initially forecast for the month’s coffee exports. The report also

states that for the first eight months of 2020, Vietnam coffee exports are 2.1% lower than the same period last year at a total of 19,166,667 bags.

The fundamentals with respect to Robusta are more bullish given the tight supplies in Vietnam and heightened demand at home consumption.
Vietnam crop year 2019/20 will be finished in two weeks’ time. Domestic market remained quiet and not all coffee qualities are left and available for offer.

Monsoon showers have increased in Vietnam, easing concern over the crop. Widespread rain for the whole week.

Vietnam has sent the first shipment of coffee to the European Union since the EU-Vietnam Free Trade Agreement (EVFTA) took effect in August. Under the
Agreement, tariffs on all Vietnamese coffee products, including unroasted, roasted and processed coffee will be eliminated, while the European Union also

pledges to protect geographical indications for Vietnamese coffee. Coffee is one of Vietnam’s 13 key agricultural products and contributes 3% of the country’s
GDP, providing jobs and incomes for over 600,000 households, mainly in the Central Highlands.

Meanwhile the new coffee crops in Mexico and Central America are steadily ripening and weather has mostly been conducive for development, ahead for

the new October 2020 to September 2021 coffee year, for these fine washed arabica coffee producers. Though the prevailing soft nature of the New York
terminal coffee market, washed arabica producers are currently facing a sort of coffee crisis with the potential lack of profitability, seems financing full quality

harvest costs is becoming difficult. One might anticipate that the inability to finance the usual frequency of ripe cherry picks through the harvest season shall
have an impact on the prospects for crop outturn this coming year, from Mexico, and Central America, with many of these countries in Covid-19 related
lockdown and intercountry as well as international border closures, could see higher than normal percentages of under and over ripe cherries being stripped from

the trees, should these restrictions continue towards the main harvesting seasons for these countries, due to the general reliance on migrant picking and manual
labour.

The Colombian National Government had presented the agricultural sector, including coffee farmers, with a set of guidelines on how to take the precautions

necessary to avoid the spread of the Covid-19 virus. This was necessary to continue with as little disruption as possible, the harvesting of the Mitaca midyear
coffee crop which traditionally peaks harvest in the months of April and May each year, and one might think that with the Mitaca midyear harvest having little
interruptions that the protocols already in place for a new Colombia crop harvest that peaks in the coming months should be relatively unaffected by Covid-19

restrictions.

India - Total permits issued between 1st Jan and 14th Sep 2020 for Indian coffee exports including Soluble exports was about 15.42% lower compared to same

period in 2019. Quotations for Natural Robusta remained more stable over last week. However, current crop washed Robusta prices moved higher. Monsoon
Rains continues in the coffee regions.

Ivory Coast, as West Africa’s leading robusta coffee producer, has reported that their coffee exports for the month of July were 41,933 bags or 24.11% lower
than the same month last year, total of 131,983 bags. This has contributed to their country’s cumulative coffee exports for the first seven months of 2020 to be

147,633 bags or 16.19% lower than the same period last year, total of 764,383 bags.

As the pandemic began in spring, consumers were hoarding supermarkets, driving up sales at top chains like Walmart, Costco and Kroger in the US. But the

height of the boom is over for America's biggest grocers. Food and beverage sales at US retail stores grew 11.5% in August compared with last year, according
to Nielsen. That compares with 31.2% year-over-year growth in March. Sales online have also moderated. Delivery and curbside pickup sales totaled $5.7 billion

in August, down from $6.6 billion in May and $7.2 billion in June. That's because shoppers have settled into a routine, some retail analysts said. As well, some
restaurants have reopened, leading consumers to shift their spending.

Over the last decade, the office coffee market in the U.S. has expanded steadily, aside from declines in 2009 and 2010, as a result of the economic recession.
Factors contributing to growth included positive employment trends, moderate economic growth, and the need for companies to provide higher quality coffee

and related benefits as part of broader employee retention/loyalty strategies and to help enhance employee productivity. As in 2009 and 2010, the office coffee
service market will be hit hard in 2020, falling by nearly 40, as a result of the coronavirus pandemic. It seems that the market will begin to recover in 2021 as

many businesses are open for the whole year. Nonetheless, do not expect the market will reach its 2019 peak by 2024 due to more people permanently working
from home part-time or full-time.

The Green Coffee Association published data for August yesterday, where a total of 6,745,336 bags were held in warehouses in the U.S. at the end of
August. This equates to a fall of 309,013 bags from the figures in July (fall of 4.4%) and is 6.6% lower Y/Y. The average decline for GCA stocks in August over

the last five years is 122,879 bags, placing this year’s decline 151.5% above the average.
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last high low

1,18212 1,18278 1,17373

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

The dollar appreciates against the Euro after a message from the FED guaranteeing rates close to zero until the beginning of 2024. The EURUSD

achieved a low tonight of 1.1737.

Boris Johnson has held talks with rebels in the U.K.’s ruling Conservative Party in an attempt to win their backing for his controversial law rewriting part of the
Brexit deal he struck with the European Union last year. The prime minister is facing a revolt from Tories dismayed at his plan to break international law by
unilaterally re-writing parts of the Brexit Withdrawal Agreement he signed with the EU.

The World Trade Organization undercut the main justification for President Donald Trump’s trade war against China, saying that American tariffs on Chinese

goods violate international rules. While the ruling bolsters Beijing’s claims, Washington can effectively veto the decision by lodging an appeal at any point in the
next 60 days.

On Tuesday, U.S. President Donald Trump again raised hopes -- and concern -- about swift approval for a coronavirus vaccine, saying that the shot could be
ready within four weeks. He made the comments at a town hall one day after Chinese claims that a vaccine could be ready by November.

The global economic slump will not be as sharp as previously feared this year, though the recovery is losing pace and will need support from governments and

central banks for some time yet, according to the OECD. The world economy will shrink 4.5% this year, less than the 6% forecast in June, the Paris-based
institution said on Wednesday, upgrading its outlook in response to rebounds in activity since lockdowns ended. There were big revisions for the U.S. and the

euro area, as well as China, which is now forecast to grow modestly, the only Group of 20 country with such a prospect. The better view reflects the strong
economic pickup in recent months and the vast injection of public resources.
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